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7 Abstract 

8 Approximate maximum frontal speeds from 89 snow avalanches were analyzed to yield 

9 probabilistic estimates of maximum speed scaled with path length parameters. In addition to 

10 speeds, 88 companion values of runout for the events in terms of the alpha angle (tan 

11 as a simple index of runout were analyzed 0 0 : total  vertical  drop / total horizontal reach)H X

12 and compared to the estimated frontal speeds. The results showed alpha angle decreases with 

13 maximum frontal speed but with wide scatter. Size estimates for 68 of the avalanches were 

14 obtained consisting of final deposit volumes. Correlation between speed and alpha angle 

15 measurements showed speed increases with size and alpha angle decreases with size. The 

16 probability estimates provided contribute to the definition of the design avalanche for a given 

17 avalanche path.
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20

21 1. Introduction

22 A flowing avalanche is one which initiates as a slab and, if consisting of dry snow, will be 

23 enveloped in a low density turbulent snow dust cloud once the speed exceeds approximately 10 

24 . A flowing avalanche has a dense core of flowing material which dominates the dynamics /m s

25 by serving as the driving force for downslope motion. The core thickness is typically in the range 

26 of 1 -10 m which is on the order of about 1% of the length of the flowing mass. Due to the high 

27 flow densities in the core and high speeds, flowing avalanches can produce very high impact 

28 pressures. In applications, consultants require avalanche speeds to estimate impact pressures at 

29 locations along the incline or for design of defenses in the runout zone. For these applications, it 

30 is useful to have estimates of maximum frontal speed expected at some point on the path. 

31 Estimates of maximum speed can be used to characterize the design avalanche and for 

32 constraints on avalanche dynamics calculations and models. For example, if a dynamics model 

33 applied to the design avalanche yields a prediction of maximum speed much lower or higher than 

34 implied by speed data, questions should arise. 

35 The conventional approach to avalanche dynamics consists of input of friction coefficients and 

36 parameters into a dynamics model to solve for speeds all along the path from start to runout 

37 position yielding a maximum estimate somewhere along the track. One purpose of our paper is to 

38 provide a risk-based probabilistic estimate of maximum frontal speed scaled with simple terrain 

39 scale variables to compare with maximum speed predictions.
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40 In this paper, we present an extensive collection of estimated maximum frontal speeds of 

41 avalanches scaled with simple terrain length information with the aim of providing guidance for 

42 practitioners using avalanche dynamics models used to predict the maximum or design 

43 avalanche. Our method consists of fitting the ratios and  (units: ) to 0/mu S 0/mu H 1/2 1m s

44 probability density functions (pdf) where  is maximum downslope frontal speed (m/s), (m) mu 0S

45 is total path length traversed and (m) is total vertical drop for the events. Numbers 0H

46 may be obtained by combining with (magnitude of gravity 0 0( / ; / )m mu gS u gH g

47 acceleration). The analysis allows us to specify the ratios as a function of exceedance probability 

48 for applications.

49 In addition, we collected 88 values of runout in form of the angle. Analysis showed increasing 

50 implies farther runout or decreasing . The Appendix contains a brief explanation of the mu  

51 angle and its meaning as a simple index of runout as used in this paper. The variables: 0 0, ,H X 

52 are based on measurements for stop position of the individual avalanches not extreme values for 

53 the avalanche paths.

54 Size estimates of 68 of 89 avalanches were made from field reports of the final deposit volumes 

55 using the Europe Avalanche Warning Service scale (UNESCO, 1981). The results showed that 

56 increases with size and decreases with size. For the variables ( ) comparisons mu  , ,mu size

57 reveal wide scatter in the results but with highly significant Spearman rank correlations with .mu

58 2.  Data description
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59 We have collected estimates of maximum frontal speed  from 89 avalanche events.  The mu

60 analysis is given here to provide practitioners with estimates the maximum speed scaled with 

61 some measure of the terrain scale over which the avalanches ran. We have chosen two measures 

62 ( ) for scaling, from McClung (1990), McClung and Schaerer (2006) and Gauer (2013; 0 0;H S

63 2014). Our data consist of 89 avalanches with and estimated. Of these, we have 30 values 0H 0S

64 from Europe and Japan with and estimated accurately since the avalanche speeds were 0 0,SH mu

65 determined at all or nearly points along the paths all along the path.  The remaining (59) are from 

66 Canada with approximate estimates of from timing the avalanche motion over a known mu

67 section of the path where approximate maximum speed is expected. The data (Table 1) are from 

68 Canada, Norway, Switzerland, Russia, Italy, Austria and Japan and are described by: Schaerer 

69 (1975), McClung and Schaerer (1983), McClung (1990) and Gauer (2013, 2014). Field 

70 observations showed that 79 % of avalanches with debris water content recorded had dry debris. 

71 Water content of the debris is analyzed below in a separate section. Separate descriptions of the 

72 Europe-Japan (30 events) and Canadian (59 events) data sets are given below.

73 2.1 Description of Canadian data

74 The Canadian data set was derived from field measurements from 59 avalanches on 26 avalanche 

75 paths collected in the area of Rogers Pass, Selkirk Mountains, British Columbia. The Canadian 

76 data were partly described by Schaerer (1975) and McClung and Schaerer (1983).  The data were 

77 taken by timing over steep sections of the paths well away from the starting zone areas where 

78 most acceleration takes place and well away from the runout zones where most deceleration take 

79 place. The speeds were determined by timing with a stopwatch over sections of the path which 
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80 were straight and between prominent recognizable terrain features. The data consist of single 

81 speed estimates instead of full profiles. Thus, the data accuracy is not nearly as good as data 

82 determined by precision methods such as radar by Gubler et al. (1986), photogrammetry 

83 (Kotlyakov et al., 1977) or films (Bakkehøi et al, 1983).  For the Canadian data, the speed 

84 estimates were determined by visual observations so use of the data contains the approximation 

85 that the frontal speed is the same as the dense core of the avalanche for the dry and moist 

86 avalanches. For avalanches with wet debris, the core was visible with the avalanches having no 

87 (wet) snow dust cloud. All Canadian events were triggered by gun fire (recoilless rifle and 

88 howitzer) from the valley bottom. 

89  The mean and median slope angles over which the Canadian measurements were taken was 33o

90 with a range : (59 values). The terrain at Rogers Pass is such that for some avalanche 20 50o o

91 paths a region exists below the starting area which is steeper than the starting area itself 

92 (Schleiss, 1989). Of the 26 avalanche paths, 14 had gully features and 12 had open slopes in the 

93 track (Schleiss, 1989) where the measurements were taken.  All 26 paths had wide open slopes in 

94 the runout zone.  McClung and Schaerer (2006) have given descriptions of the avalanche track 

95 and runout zones of avalanche paths. Accounting for three dimensional terrain features is beyond 

96 the scope of this paper.

97 All cases included notes on the mass and volume of the avalanche deposits whether small, 

98 medium, large or major. In addition, field estimates of the length, width and depth of the deposits 

99 were made for a majority of the avalanches.  The latter gave volume estimates for 42 avalanches 

100 (31 dry, 5 moist, 6 wet) ranging from 160 – 61,000 with a median: . Only avalanches 3m 32100 m

101 with deposit dimensions could be used in size estimates below.
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102 In addition to approximate avalanche speeds, angles were recorded for all 59 avalanches based 

103 on the tip of the debris and the starting position (see the Appendix).  For the angle analysis and 

104 the speed estimates, maps of scale 1: 5000 with 5 contours were used. The path scales m 0 0( , )H S

105 were determined from the distal end of the avalanche debris combined with maps of scale 

106 1:5000.

107  2.2 Description of Europe – Japan data

108 The 30 events from 10 different avalanche paths from Europe and Japan all had profiles of the 

109 speed distribution along the track (or central portions) of the paths. Brief descriptions of events 

110 are found in Gauer (2013; 2014) and references therein.  The European data were from Italy (1 

111 event), Switzerland (13 events), Japan (1 event), Russia (1 event), Norway (12 events), Austria 

112 (2 events). Twelve of the events were recorded at the Ryggfonn path, Norway (Gauer, 2013, 

113 2014) and 5 events were from Vallée de la Sionne, Switzerland (Gauer, 2013, 2014). The test 

114 sites at Ryggfonn and Vallée de la Sionne are described by Barbolini and Issler (2006). Data 

115 were collected by photogrammetry, films and radar. For the photogrammetry and films, the 

116 approximation was made that frontal speed was the same as the dense core. The measurements 

117 were made between: 1975 – 2010. One avalanche had wet debris, 28 were classed as dry with 

118 one event from the Khibins, Russia (Kotlyakov et al, 1977) having unknown water content of 

119 debris. 

120 3.  Probability analysis results

121 The descriptive statistics for  and scaled ratios are given in Table 1.,mu 

122 Table 1: Descriptive statistics of the continuous variables for all events (89).
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Variable (m/s)mu 1/2 1
0/  (m )mu S s 1/2 1

0/  (m )mu H s
0  (m)S 0  (m)H ( )o

N 89 89 89 89 89 88

Max 70 1.5 2.2 3600 1940 45

Min 8 0.2 0.2 170 100 20

Median 30 0.9 1.1 1680 900 32

Mean 32 0.8 1.1 1640 890 32

Std. Dev. 15 0.3 0.5 670 340 5

123

124 Table 1 shows that the speed variables all vary by about a factor of 10. Similarly, the scale 

125 variables  and  encompass wide ranges.0 0( ; )S H ( )o

126 The first part of our analysis consists of fitting the values of   to probability 0 0/ ; /m mu H u S

127 density functions (pdf) to estimate the exceedance probability for the scaled ratios. In general, we 

128 found the best fits for the larger data sets to fit a beta pdf and for the subset of 30 scaled with 

129 , we found a Log Pearson 3 (LP 3) pdf was best. The LP 3 pdf is given by (Vogel and 0H

130 McMartin, 1991): 

131  where are non-integer constants and 
1

0 0 0

1 ln( ) ln( )( ) exp
( )

a
x xf x

x a
 

  


    

        
0( , , )a  

132 is the gamma function.( )a

133  All pdfs in this paper were derived from fitting the values to 60 different pdfs considering five 

134 goodness-of-fit criteria: three goodness-of-fit statistics: K-S (Kolmogorov-Smirnov); A-D 

135 (Anderson-Darling) and C-S (Chi-squared) plus probability plots (P-P) and quantile plots (Q-Q). 
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136 All (P-P) and (Q-Q) plots had adjusted coefficient of determination  for the linear fit 2 0.98R 

137 through the data points by inspection (Figure 1). 

138

139 Figure 1 :  versus Quantiles for the beta distribution (N = 89). The calculated 1/2 1
0/  ( )mu S m s

140 distribution parameters are: min: 0.14, max: 1.56, shape factors: 1.80, 1.93.

141 Table 2 contains a summary of the results including the values of the scaled ratios for 1%, 5% 

142 and 10% probability of exceedance and comparison of the three statistics with critical 

143 significance values.

144 Table 2: Scaled ratios versus (%) exceedance probabilities, best fitting pdfs, and values of the K-
145 S, A-D and C-S statistics compared with their critical values for level of significance in 0.2s 

146 parentheses. Calculations are given for all avalanches (N = 89) and Europe – Japan (N = 30).

N Ratio pdf 1% 5% 10% K-S A-D C-S
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30
0/mu S beta 1.5 1.4 1.3 0.09(0.19) 0.19(1.37) 0.32(4.64)

89
0/mu S beta 1.5 1.4 1.3 0.06(0.11) 0.44(1.37) 1.93(8.56)

30
0/mu H LP 3 2.3 2.1 2.0 0.06(0.19) 0.11(1.37) 0.04(5.99)

89
0/mu H beta 2.2 2.0 1.9 0.05(0.11) 0.31(1.37) 6.66(8.56)

147

148 The results (Table 2) suggest that the ratio  has more consistent values for the two data 0/mu S

149 sets.  The ratio   (Fig. 1) might be preferred over  for illustrating applications 0/mu S 0/mu H

150 since path length enters directly into avalanche dynamics (Newton’s 2nd Law) when entrainment 

151 and non-conservative forces such as rapid, dynamic, Coulomb friction are applied to model 

152 flowing avalanches. However, some may prefer to use since may be easier to 0/mu H 0H

153 determine.  Spearman rank correlation of  gave 0.49 (p < 0.0005) and for 0 vs mu S 0 vs mu H

154 it was 0.26 (p = 0.005). All significance values (p) for Spearman’s rank correlation coefficient 

155 in this paper were determined by calculation of the t-statistic (Harnett, 1975) as:( )sr

156  using tables of the t statistic and to achieve significance.2( 2) (1 )s st r N r   0.05p 

157  The Canadian data (59) analyzed with 60 distributions for gave: 1.6 (1%); 1.3 (5%) and 0/mu S

158 1.1 (10%) with K-S : 0.07(0.14); A-D:  0.29 (1.37) ; C-S: 0.64 (7.29) with   for the best 0.2s 

159 fitting   LP 3 pdf. 

160 Figure 2 shows the 1 % exceedance line comparison with the data. The values 0( 1.5 )mu S

161 which come closest to the line are from Norway (41 m/s: dry debris but stopped in the track) and 
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162 Canada (17, 18 m/s: both wet debris). Figure 2 suggests that some of the Canadian data 

163 contribute to the 1% exceedance probability line but many are below the line. The decline of the 

164 slope of the asymptote line with increasing exceedance probability (5%, 10%) analyzed above is 

165 due to the larger number of avalanches with lower ratios of than for the Europe – Japan 0/mu S

166 data. It is shown below that the Canadian avalanches were, on average, of smaller size and more 

167 contained moist and wet debris.

168 Figure 2:  A plot of  with a line drawn representing (1% 1/2
0 (m/s) versus  ( )mu S m 01.5mu S

169 exceedance) for N = 89. The symbols ●,○ represent Canadian and Europe – Japan data 

170 respectively.

171 Figure 2 suggests there are limitations with respect to practical use of the single variable 

172 asymptote ( ). We suggest that the approximate limits on usage are: 01.5mu S
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173  due to a scarcity of data beyond these limits. The two events with 1/2 1/2
010 50 m S m 

174  are the largest and fastest in the data base from Switzerland ( Vallée de la Sionne),  1/2
0 60 S m

175 (70 m/s) and  Canada (Ross Peak) (63 m/s) and the 1% asymptotic line is well above the speeds 

176 for these events. The of the avalanches is presented in Section 5. size

177 4. Relation of and anglesmu 

178 In addition, to: , we  also provide values of the angle (Table 1) for runout 0 0/ ; /m mu H u S 

179 positions calculated from start position to stop position of the tip of the avalanches. The angle 

180 is a very simple measure of runout introduced by Heim (1932) and used by Scheidegger (1973) 

181 for rock avalanches. The Appendix contains a description of the as a simple index of runout.

182 Figures 3 - 5 contain information about the measured angles. 

183

184 Figure 3: Dot histogram of 88 measured angles.
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185

186 Figure 4: Normal plot of vs. quantiles in standard deviations from the mean for 88 events.( )o

187 Figure 4 shows that  follows a normal distribution ( ). Goodness of fit statistics and  2 0.99R 

188 critical values for are: K-S: 0.09 (0.11), A-D: 0.34 (1.37), C-S: 3.44 (8.56). The range of 0.2s 

189  (Fig. 3) suggests our data set reflects a wide range of typical avalanche situations.

190 McClung and Mears (1991) collected angles from more than 500 paths with maximum runout 

191 estimated for return periods on the order of 100 years and the range of values was: 14 42o o

192 which is different than that in Table 1: . The mean values for different mountain (20 45 )o o

193 ranges from McClung and Mears (1991) ranged from compared to  in Table 1. The 20 28o o 32o

194 differences are due to the selection of extreme runout positions estimated to be  of the order of 

195 100 year return period (varying between about 50 and 300 years) by McClung and Mears (1991) 
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196 compared to the population of avalanches with speed data measured in the present study which 

197 do not all represent extreme events for runout.

198 Figure 5 shows versus for 88 avalanches. The rank correlation is -0.54 (p < 0.0005). It mu 

199 shows general decrease in with increasing speed. Very wide scatter is shown. Figure 5 is a 

200 depiction of the correlation result and it is not a model. It is shown below (Section 5) that is a 

201 weak predictor of in combination with .mu size

202  

203 Figure 5: Measured values of . A  99% confidence ellipse is shown. vs. mu 

204 We also fit to 60 distributions (89 values) and we found a three LP 3 pdf gave the best fit. mu

205 Goodness of fit statistics and critical values for are: K-S: 0.05 (0.11), A-D: 0.31 (1.37), 0.2s 

206 C-S: 2.03 (8.56). The distribution  had statistically significant positive skewness with the ratio mu
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207 of skewness to standard error of skewness equal to 2.2.  The pdf results for  suggest  that ;mu 

208 these two variables are non-linearly related for our data set since they follow different pdfs.

209 Rank correlations of  are - 0.46; - 0.58 (both with p < 0.0005). Rank 0 0 vs. / ; /m mu S u H

210 correlation of gave: -0.35, p <0.0005; -0.06, p >0.10 respectively. The results 0 0( , );( , )S H 

211 showed that has highly significant negative correlation with but insignificant correlation  0S

212 with . 0H

213 The quotient variable  has nearly the same correlation (-0.58) with  as  (-0( / )mu H  0/mu S

214 0.54; Figure 5). Since has insignificant correlation with , the quotient gives  0H 0/mu H

215 almost the same correlation result as Figure 5 and is similar to dividing  by a constant. This mu

216 result implies the quotient variable ( ) does not yield any more information than  for 0/mu H mu

217 correlation with . For both variables in Figure 5, the correlation with is higher than with  0S

218 .0H

219 5. Deposit volume estimates compared with  and anglesmu 

220 As an index of avalanche size, we used the volume scale from the European Avalanche Warning 

221 Service (EAWS) (UNESCO, 1981). We placed the volume of the deposit into 5 size ( )V 3( )m

222 classes defined by:  by orders of magnitude for  1-4 where e.g. 10log ( ) 1size V  size

223 , and .  The 42 of 59  Canadian avalanches with 3 1 100 size m 3 4=100,000 size m 5 3 5 >10  size m

224 size data were transformed by the formula and placed in the categorical size bins. The bin 
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225 estimates were placed by rounding up or down to the nearest size class. For example, size 2.4 

226 was classed as size 2 and size 2.6 was classed as size 3. For the 26 avalanches from Europe and 

227 Japan with sizes recorded, the same procedure was followed. However, for some cases, an order 

228 of magnitude volume was given with the field report instead of deposit dimensions so that 

229 estimate was used for bin placement. It is important that the size estimates are the final volume 

230 of the deposit. Sovilla et al. (2006) showed that entrainment during descent can increase the 

231 initial volume by up to a factor of 10. Figure 6 shows a dot histogram for the 68 values. Counts 

232 for individual size classes (1-5)  were: (1,23,16,2,0) for the Canadian data and (2,3,12,7,2) for 

233 the European- Japan data.

234

235 Figure 6: Dot histogram for 68 avalanches with EAWS size estimates.

236 Figure 7 shows a plot of maximum speed versus the categorical size for 68 avalanches. The rank 

237 correlation was 0.69 (p < 0.0005). It implies speed correlates positively with size, with upper 

238 values of speed increasing with each size class. It also shows wide variations of speed within size 

239 2 and size 3 where most of the data lie. Linear regression gave: 
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240              (1) 12.2( ) 10.2(N )
Em Pu size 

241 with and as the number of standard deviations from the mean for a given % 2 0.54R 
EPN

242 exceedance probability for a normal distribution. The standard error is 10.1 m/s, and 

243 to yield upper limit estimation in a probabilistic sense 2.32 (1%); 1.65 (5%); 1.28 (10%) 
EPN 

244 for a given size. A probability plot of the residuals showed they had a good fit to a normal 

245 distribution to enable the approximate probability estimates.  Regression with a constant showed 

246 the constant was not significant statistically. The expression relating  is a standard ,mu size

247 confidence limit equation with best accuracy for data rich size classes (2,3) but not for the  data 

248 sparse sizes (1,5). The low value of implies the confidence equation is of limited value.2R

249

250 Figure 7: Plot of versus for 68 avalanches with a 99% confidence ellipse.mu size
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251 Multiple regression confidence equations were determined, as above, for with respect to the mu

252 two runout variables . These gave:0( , )S 

253       (2)2
010.4 0.33 11.2( ) 9.9 N  (R 0.57)

Em Pu S size     

254  and 

255                   (3) 238 0.97 9.6( ) 9.4  ( 0.61)
Em Pu size N R    

256 For both (2) and (3), is the stronger of the predictor variables. For (2), the t-statistics are: 7.1size

257 and 2.4 and for (3), they are: 5.9 and -3.6 .( )size 0( )S ( )size ( )

258 For (Fig. 2) and 1% exceedance, the calculations (2) give: 78 m/s 1/2
0 4 and 5 with 60 size S m

259 ( ) and 89 m/s compared with measured values 63 m/s (Ross Peak, Canada)  and  4size (  5)size

260 70 m/s (Vallée de la Sionne, Switzerland) for  4 and 5 respectively. The calculated values size

261 are comparable to the 99% (1% exceedance) confidence ellipse in Figure 7 based only on . mu

262 Use of the confidence equation (1) with   gave 72 m/s and 85 m/s . ,mu size (  4)size (  5)size

263 Given the uncertainties, we suggest the multiple regression equations are of limited value since 

264 the differences in estimates are small compared with equation (1) and the expected uncertainties.

265 Figure 8 shows a plot of angles versus categorical  for 68 avalanches. It shows a general  size

266 increase in angle with decreasing size. The rank correlation is -0.54 (p < 0.0005).  Again, sizes 

267 2 and 3 show wide variations of angle. Except for size 1, the plot indicates maximum  angle  

268 within a size class increasing with decreasing size. Linear regression of versus gave a low  size

269 coefficient of determination: . Linear regression of versus  gave: for 88 2 0.31R   mu 2 0.32R 
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270 avalanches. Multiple regression of versus and showed that the  was not  mu size size

271 statistically significant (p = 0.18) in combination with . Mixing the categorical mu 2( 0.41)R 

272  variable with random variables affects the regression and correlation results (Figures size ( , )mu

273 7 and 8).

274

275

276 Figure 8: Plot of angles versus size for 68 avalanches with a 99% confidence ellipse.

277 Figures 7 and 8 are graphical illustrations of the rank correlations given. They do not constitute 

278 models. However, they suggest that larger avalanches in general attain higher speeds (Fig. 7) and 

279 larger avalanches tend to imply smaller angles (Fig. 8). 

280 6. Water content of debris
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281 For 86 of the 89 avalanches, descriptions were made in relation to the water content (dry, moist, 

282 wet) observed for the flowing mass and inspection of the avalanche deposits. Our data included 

283 79% (68 events) classed as dry, 13 % (11 events) as wet and 8% (7 events) as moist or mixed. 

284 The median and range of speed values were: 31 m/s (8 – 70 m/s) (dry), 17 m/s (10 – 42 m/s) 

285 (wet) and 24 m/s (12 – 53 m/s) ( moist). For the Canadian data, 42 were classed as dry, 10 wet 

286 and 7 moist. Since the numbers of avalanches with wet or moist debris are small compared to 

287 those dry, analysis of the separate classes was felt to have limited use. A t-test for the means of 

288 for dry and wet avalanches gave t = 3.20 with 19 degrees of freedom (p < 0.005) which mu

289 implies a significant difference between the means: 34 m/s (68 dry events) and 20 m/s (11 wet 

290 events). However, for different deposit volumes, the analysis is not meaningful since the 

291 differences are affected by the . For the 56 dry events with estimated, the median size size size

292 was 3 (mean 2.8) whereas for the 7 wet events with the median was 2 (mean 2.4).  A  t-test size

293 for the  moist and wet avalanches gave no significant differences between the means of . mu

294 Grouping moist and wet avalanches together gave a significant difference (p = 0.007) between 

295 the means of : 34 m/s (68 dry events; median 3) versus 24 m/s (18 moist and wet events; mu size

296 median 2) with a t-statistic 2.9 (p = 0.007). Again, the  differences between the groups size size

297 prevent a meaningful comparison. Most important may be the highest speeds estimated for wet 

298 (42 m/s) [no size recorded] and moist (53 m/s) [size 3] events. 

299 Probability analysis of the 68 dry events with for 60 distributions gave a best fit with an 0/mu S

300 error distribution using the 5 goodness of fit tests as above. The pdf of the error distribution is 

301 given by: with  with as shape, scale and location 1
1 0( ) exp( )kf x c c z   ( ) /z x    , ,k  
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302 parameters. The constants are: and . Fit statistics for  1/2
0 (3 / ) (1/ )c k k   1 0 2 (1/ )c kc k 

303 with critical values in parentheses gave: K-S : 0.07(0.13), A-D: 0.24(1.37),C-S: 0.75 0.2s 

304 (8.56). The values of with % exceedance probability were: 1.5 (1%), 1.4 (5%) and 1.3 0/mu S

305 (10%) which are the same as for the analysis for all events (Table 2). A very good fit was also 

306 obtained for a beta pdf.

307 7. Comparison of the Canadian and European - Japan data sets

308 All  59 of the Canadian speed data were collected in the same way by timing over steep terrain 

309 over recognizable sections of the path in the same mountain range. The 30 avalanches from 

310 Europe and Japan with more complete speed profiles were collected in Italy, Norway, 

311 Switzerland, Austria and Russia using radar, films and photogrammetry. Taken as two separate 

312 data bases, the Canadian and European-Japan data are compared here. The basic variables 

313 include: angles,   and  for the categorical size system of the European Avalanche  mu size

314 Warning Service. The analysis consists of two sample t-tests for the means of the three 

315 quantities. Table 3 contains the statistics and it is followed by the t-test results which were all 

316 calculated for separate variances of the groups.

317 Table 3: Data for calculation of two sample t-tests for differences in the means 

Variable No. avalanches Mean Std. dev. Data set

( / )mu m s 59 27 13 Canadian

( / )mu m s 30 42 14 European-Japan

( )o 59 34 4.3 Canadian

( )o 29 28 3.6 European-Japan
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 (1-5)size 42 2.5 0.63 Canadian

 (1-5)size 26 3.2 1.01 European-Japan

318

319  The t-test results showed statistically different means for the three variables. On average, the 

320 Canadian data had smaller , larger angles (p < 0.0005) and smaller (p =  (p < 0.0005)mu  size

321 0.003). For the categorical size variable, we also included non-parametric the Mann-Whitney U 

322 test which gave .The medians for  were Canada (2) and European – Japan (3).The 0.001p  size

323 results suggest a consistency that the smaller Canadian avalanches have slower speeds and end 

324 up on steeper terrain, for the position of the tip of the debris, similar to the description of the 

325 angle for runout suggested by Lied and Bakkehøi (1980) as explained in the Appendix. We feel 

326 the inclusion of smaller avalanches from Canada is important even though the speed data 

327 accuracy is not as good as for the larger avalanches from Europe-Japan. In consulting 

328 applications, small avalanches are important, particularly in Canada, since large avalanche paths 

329 are often avoided for placement of infrastructure, facilities and runout zone defenses. The 

330 smaller values of  for Canada are expected not just because of the differences but also we mu size

331 believe the use of single values instead of a profile of values may provide underestimates of mu

332 in some cases. 

333 Analysis of  t-tests for  terrain scales showed that the means of were not significantly different 0S

334 (p = 0.53): 1670 m (N =59) and 1580 (N=30) but the mean of  was significantly higher (p < 0H

335 0.005) for the Canadian data : 980 m (N=59) compared to the Europe – Japan data : 710 m 

336 (N=30).

337 8. Summary and conclusions
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338 The approach here consists of empirical probability analysis of an extensive data set of 

339 maximum frontal speeds of flowing avalanches from 36 avalanche paths. Avalanche dynamics 

340 modelling presents huge challenges from a rational scientific perspective. The challenges 

341 include: unknown basal boundary conditions, unverified entrainment/deposition modelling, 

342 possible unknown effects of passive pressure and three dimensional terrain features. It is not 

343 possible to verify the parameters in avalanche dynamics models from field measurements alone 

344 and verified physical models for the parameters do not exist. Furthermore, it is not possible to 

345 calibrate a dynamics model without speed data (McClung and Schaerer, 1983).  The empirical 

346 approach here may be relied on to place a constraint on modern complex avalanche dynamics 

347 models based on data and scaling for in regard to the design or maximum avalanche. 0;oS H

348 The scatter plots (Figs. 2,5,7,8) all show wide variations particularly in the middle portions 

349 where most data were taken.  Some of this must be due to uncertainty in the data collection 

350 methods. However, some of it must be due to variability in avalanche motion which can include 

351 effects such as condition of the running surface, variations in mass including 

352 entrainment/deposition, water content/ temperature/ granulation effects (e.g. McClung and 

353 Schaerer, 2006: Steinkogler et al., 2015) and three dimensional terrain effects on dynamics 

354 including path confinement. It was not possible to include these effects explicitly in this paper. 

355 However, the asymptotic, empirical probabilistic approach here as in Section 3 (e.g. Fig. 2) may 

356 provide a scaled speed limit which includes some of these effects.

357 Modern consulting applications are often risk-based which imply probability concepts. The 

358 method used here introduces probability considerations into estimates of maximum speed scaled 

359 with path length scales based on runout. The design avalanche is often considered as that with 
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360 highest speed or highest destructive effects and furthest runout. The analysis here contributes to 

361 definition of the design avalanche by providing maximum speed for a given stop position on an 

362 avalanche path. 

363 The results based on angle show, with significant speed data, that runout increases ( 

364 decreases) as maximum speed increases. However, the wide scatter (Figure 5) illustrates the 

365 complexity involved in avalanche dynamics. An angle near may be achieved for maximum  30o

366 speeds from about 10 – 60 m/s. By definition, the angle contains no length scale (only a ratio 

367 of length scales) which is a disadvantage and limits its predictive capability. 

368 Correlation of with and showed highly significant negative correlation with but  0S 0H 0S

369 insignificant correlation with . Such might be expected since avalanche dynamics involves 0H

370 non-conservative path dependent resistive forces. The variable is related to potential 0( )S 0H

371 energy expenditure but avalanche motion does not consist simply of exchange of potential 

372 energy for kinetic energy. The 500 extreme avalanche runouts collected by McClung and Mears 

373 (1991) showed runout distances of more than 1000 m over ground with slope angles less than 

374 .  For an average slope angle in the runout zone of with 1000 m horizontal reach beyond, 10o 5o

375 the fall height in the runout zone would add 87 m to that from the  point whereas addition to 10o

376 the path length would be 1000 m. Estimates of total path length traversed would be a more 0( )S

377 accurate representation of energy loss than . However, given the basic data sets presented 0H

378 here, we feel either or  are avalanche path variables useful for simple speed scaling given 0S 0H

379 the rough measure of runout that the angle consists of. Our data, as well as the terrain 
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380 information collected by McClung and Mears (1991), suggest that path geometry has a major 

381 effect on dynamics and runout.

382 Introduction of in terms of final deposit volume showed increasing (Fig. 7) with but, size mu size

383 again with wide scatter. For data rich 3, varied from 11 – 56 . For 3, large size mu /m s size

384 variations with gave values from (Figure 8).  24 38o o

385 The conventional approach to avalanche dynamics consists of solving for the speed all along the 

386 incline from start to final stop position. Whether one chooses (Lied and Bakkehøi, 1980) as a 

387 measure of runout or , the data and empirical analysis presented in this paper suggest highly 0S

388 significant challenges for the conventional approach in combination with field experimental and 

389 observational results. The latter reveal the importance of three dimensional effects, 

390 entrainment/deposition, ploughing at the front, character of the sliding surface, internal wave 

391 features and complicated flow regimes for dry avalanches (Schaerer and Salway, 1980; Gauer et 

392 al., 2008;  Köhler et al., 2016), passive pressure and others. Verification is an essential scientific 

393 component of any model proposed. 
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455 Appendix: Interpretation of angles

456 The angle was introduced as a simple measure of runout by Heim (1932) and Scheidegger 

457 (1975) and Körner (1980) for landslides, rock avalanches and flowing avalanches. The latter 2 

458 authors connected it to centre-of-mass avalanche dynamics models. Lied and Bakkehøi (1980) 
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459 introduced the angle as an index for empirical runout. They defined it as sighting from the 

460 distal end or tip of the avalanche runout position to the top position of the start zone. For 

461 empirical runout, they defined it for maximum runout position for return periods on the order of 

462 about 100 years where normally return period means average time between events reaching or 

463 exceeding a given location. In this paper, the same definition used by Lied and Bakkehøi (1980) 

464 is used. However, the  angles reported here are determined from the distal (downslope end) of 

465 the individual avalanche deposits not maximum runout positions for the paths

466 If an avalanche path profile is defined by a curve with as the ordinate and as the ( )y f x y x

467 abscissa then the  angle is defined simply by the slope along the path averaged in the x 

468 direction:

469        (A1)
0

0
0

0 0 00

1 1tan
X

H

dy Hdx dy
X dx X X

    

470 where the beginning and end (x,y)  coordinate pairs are : and with as total 0(0, )H 0( ,0)X 0H

471 vertical drop and as total horizontal reach and . Clearly the angle is devoid of 0X dy dy  

472 scale as its definition involves a ratio of length scales. 

473 The interpretation of the angle envisioned by Lied and Bakkehøi (1980) is that lower angles  

474 imply longer runout for a path in the sense that the avalanches reach further into the valley where 

475 lower slope angles are generally found. Lied and Bakkehøi (1980) found good fits to their path 

476 profiles using a parabola: . Bakkehøi, Domaas and Lied (1983) used an improved model: 2y ax

477 to fit 206 avalanche path profiles from western Norway. Use of the latter profile 2y ax bx c  

478 in equation (A1) with : gives:
00( ) tan ;( / ) tanx i x X fdy dx dy dx     
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479             (A2) 1tan tan tan
2 i f   

480 where is the initial start zone angle and is the final stop angle. i f

481 Equation (A2) is not a model. It is only a means of illustrating the meaning of the angle in a 

482 rough sense. However, it shows simply for paths with monotonically decreasing slope angle 

483 from the start that increasing stop angle implies higher angle. McClung and Schaerer f 

484 (1983) listed in the range for 38 avalanches at Rogers Pass, B.C. The most probable f 0 34o o

485 value of  for hundreds avalanches from fracture line profiles was reported by McClung 38o
i 

486 (2013). Use of with the range of stop angles above gave: . Except for 2 38o
i  0 022 36 

487 avalanches with , the range of angles for the Rogers Pass data here  (57 values) is: 045  

488  and 97% of the full data set (Fig. 3) are in the same range so the simple explanation 0 024 40

489 (A2) is in rough agreement. The analysis in (A2) will not apply to some paths at Rogers Pass, 

490 since some profiles show steeper sections below the start area than in the start area (Schleiss, 

491 1989) whereas the illustrative  2nd degree parabola implies gradually decreasing steepness all 

492 along the path. 
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